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Zionism Unit 12 

Rav Lichtenstein, Z”L Rav Aharon’s analysis of reasons why contemporary Jews are ambivalent about 

Aliya are not based upon Mekorot per se, but his own astute assessment. And of 

course it should be kept in mind what he and his family decided with respect to this 

question, despite any of the reservations that he cites that may have applied to 

them. In my view, they bear reflection even if an individual does not read the entire 

essay. 

http://www.yutorah.org/lectures/lecture.cfm/730117/Rabbi_Dr._Aharon_Lichtenst

ein/Diaspora_Religious_Zionism:_Some_Current_Reflections#  

“…In large measure, however, the impact of the pro-aliya arguments is not so much 
affected by their total denial as by their being counterbalanced, and possibly outweighed, by 
contrary considerations. 1)1 Many Israelis are wont to assume that the primary restraint 
upon Aliya among religious Zionists derives from cleavage to the fleshpots of Egypt. This is 
a convenient assumption, especially inasmuch as it enables its advocate to flatter himself 
by basking in the reflected glory of his own comparative idealism. It is, however, also 
simplistic. I have no doubt that it is indeed true of a segment of the religious Diaspora 
community, and that, moreover, basic economic factors – such as, for instance, 1a) the 
ability to purchase adequate housing– enter into almost everyone’s decision making. For 
the most part, however, I believe that other factors, of a less materialistic or hedonistic cast, 
figure more prominently.  
 

“These include 2) the quest for vocational self-fulfillment, with respect to personal 
development, on the one hand, and potential contribution to yishuvo shel olam (the 
development of the world), on the other. In a parallel vein, many are wary about 3) the 
educational climate in the dati-leumi community in Israel, and bemoan the absence of 
certain desired options – say, 3a) the fusion of positive haredi passion for lomdut 
(conceptual Jewish learning) with serious readiness for secular profession – as well as the 
presence of 3b) radical ideology which brandishes a version of religious Zionism they find 
narrowly fanatic and excessively aggressive.  

 
”For many, more specifically personal elements play a key role. Ringing out the old 

and ringing in the new may be abstractly appealing. In practice, however, it may also be 
jarring. At one terminus, 4) the prospect of being known as a greenhorn is perturbing. 4a) 
Grappling with the language, 4b) coping with a fresh culture, popular and high, 4c) finding 
oneself out of sync with icons and villains alike, 4d) bereft of instinctive linkage with the 
sports arena or with the concert hall, 4e) the fear of seeming a stranger in one’s own 
presumed chosen bailiwick– all can be daunting. Worse yet, many are concerned about a 
cultural gap piggy-backed on 5) a generational gap, opening a chasm between themselves 
and their children.  

 
”At the other terminus, some anticipate 6) parting as not sweet sorrow but just plain 

sorrow. The problem is most acute vis-à-vis family – especially, of course, 6a) parents. 
Even if they are well, and, only middle-aged, still functioning vigorously, awareness of our 
prospective oleh that 6a’) he will be depriving both his children and his parents of the bliss 

                                                           
1 I have inserted the numbers to ease discussing their individual relative merits.--jb 
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that he enjoys through contact and linkage with both, can induce both moral and 
psychological reservations. And of course, the matter is complicated even further if one 
entertains the possibility that 6a’’) declining parental health may necessitate direct 
assistance, so that one’s planned emigration may deprive his elders not only of much 
deserved and cherished nahat (pride) but of much appreciated shimush (caretaking) as 
well. To be sure, technology and telecommunication will help bridge the gap, but an e-mail 
or a computer photo is still no substitute for fondling a baby or enriching the mind of a 
teenager.  

 
“Many of these factors carry little normative weight, and, to the committed religious 

Zionist, should presumably be no match for Rabbi Simlai or the Ramban. Nevertheless, 
these are issues which touch upon quintessential and existential concerns, and, collectively, 
they serve as a phalanx which can formidably inhibit the readiness for aliya. Moreover, 
many are 7) dissatisfied with certain aspects of the quality of current Israeli social and 
religious life; and not everyone responds favorably to Elie Schweid’s mantra, that if you find 
fault with Israeli life, rather than maintaining a self-serving distance, you should feel bound 
to enter the lists in order to improve it. Add to this the 8) normal quotient of inertia plus 9) 
the instinctive fear of an unknown future, and the current limited scope of aliya becomes 
fully intelligible.  
 

“For many prospective olim, the upshot of attempted assessment and decision may 
be ambivalence, frustration, embattlement, or, simply, dilemma. I am inclined to believe 
that, at some level, the factors we have noted as militating for aliya are familiar to most 
religious Zionists. They sense that the quality of their avodat Hashem can be enhanced by 
the move, and they perceive that their relation to the pulse of Jewish history can be likewise 
deepened. They may refrain from making the leap, but not without anguish – 10) some 
possibly troubled by the thought that they may be rationalizing, while others may be content 
that they have sound reason for staying put but are 10a) nettled by the need to justify 
themselves at all.  

 
“Perhaps the most ambivalent about aliya, however, are spiritual protagonists who, 

externally and adversarially, are not embattled at all but are, rather, torn, and possibly 
tormented; in no way impelled to choose between conscience and convenience, only 11) 
between contrasting and, at the practical plane, often conflicting, claims of conscience 
proper. On the one hand, they are truly desirous and even anxious to live and work in Eretz 
Israel – and for all the right reasons. On the other hand, 11a) they are concerned by a 
sense of responsibility to their native community and to the need to minister to its spiritual 
and educational concerns. Upon completion of his book on Hegel, Franz Rozenzweig is 
reputed to have said that he had now paid his debt to the German landlord, and could move 
on to more critical matters. In the cases under consideration, however, at issue is often not 
so much a specific remission as the determination of lifelong venue and often of career as 
well. With how many young men have I discussed the alternatives of programming 
computers in Israel as opposed to hinukh (education) or rabbanut (rabbinate) in the 
Diaspora? And with how many the respective merit of hinukh at different locales? Many of 
course seek ways to have their cake and eat it, and these have, collectively, contributed 
much to the Torah milieu in Israel – particularly, via institutions which cater to foreign 
constituencies. But there is only so much confection available. 
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“The issues are, in part, general and theoretical: public vs. personal priorities, the 
value of yishuvo shel olam as opposed to Talmud Torah, etc.; and, in part, obviously entail 
many private variables…” 
 

Questions for thought and discussion: 

1. Of the, by my count, eleven reservations re Aliya cited by R. Aharon, which are decidedly 

modern concerns, and which are concerns that have always confronted Jews living in the 

Diaspora considering relocating to the land of Israel? Would you therefore say that it is 

more difficult today to go on Aliya or as difficult as it ever was for an individual? Discuss.  

2. Which reservations are functions of particular personal circumstance and which are aspects 

of the universal human condition? How would you assess the relative power of these two 

categories?  

3. How would you respond to the last dilemma outlined by R. Aharon, i.e., whether to try to do 

great things for your community in ChuL (Chutz LaAretz) or fulfill your personal religious 

destiny by living in Israel, albeit pursuing a more mundane career track? Where would your 

priorities lie? Why?  

Practical applications of the sources:  

 1,    Unless an individual is unmarried, these questions cannot be addressed in a vacuum, but 

rather must be discussed with marriage partners. What should happen when there are 

disagreements concerning priorities on any or all of the issues raised by R. Aharon?  

 


